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Rating Sheet for 

The Chancellor’s Council Distinguished Teaching Award 

 

Name of Nominee_____________________________________ 

 

Area of Distinction    Supporting Evidence                 Score* 

(a) Outstanding teaching within the 
institution (e.g., internal teaching 
awards; internal supporting letter from 
colleagues focusing on the criteria for 
this award [no fewer than 1 letter and 
no more than 3 letters]; evidence of 
teaching excellence, such as peer 
reviews and observations, student 
evaluations, and self-reflections; 
student comments; mentoring 
undergraduate and graduate students; 
evidence nominee has 
explored/developed effective 
instruction materials, methods, and 
models to foster student learning) 

  

(b) Outstanding teaching and 
contributions beyond the institution 
(e.g., external teaching awards; 
evidence nominee has 
explored/developed effective 
instructional materials, methods, and 
models to foster student learning 
through external letters of support 
focusing on the criteria for this award 
[no fewer than 1 letter and no more 
than 3 letters]; received grants to 
support teaching activities from 
external sources; evidence of impact 
of teaching to learned societies and 
professional organizations; 
publications on pedagogy; invited 
lectures, workshops, and other 
presentations outside of the institution 
related to teaching excellence) 
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(c) Contributions to teaching 
excellence within the institution (e.g., 
integration of teaching, research, and 
service to benefit members of the TTU 
community; service as an expert in 
support of teaching excellence; 
evidence on teaching of colleagues 
inside the university; supporting letters 
from current or former students 
focusing on the criteria for this award 
[no fewer than 1 letter and no more 
than 3 letters]).  

  

Optional support materials: To include pertinent documentation of distinguished excellence in 
teaching. This should be organized clearly and concisely and should include such information that 
demonstrates precisely why the nominee is outstanding, including, but not limited to, written 
verification such as course syllabi, quotes from student evaluations, etc. (Not to exceed 4 pages.) 

 
Total Score**  

* Scale from 1 (lowest) to 10 (highest) 

** Sum of the three categories 


